Welcome to Week 2, Term 2!

4A—Toni and Aleka showing their academic and personal WIGS for the Term

4M students Synergised to create a 7 Habits display last week. A few girls from 4M showing us the hand signal for Put First Things First.
This week in Grade 4:

**Literacy:** This week students will be looking at adverbial sentences.

**Writing:** This week students will looking at further features of persuasive writing.

**Mathematics:** This week will see explore equivalent fractions.

---

**Other information:**

---

**Art Room Resources needed**

If any families have wire coat hangers and blocks of wood from building projects the art room would love to take them of your hands. These will be used across some year levels to create indigenous sculptures over Term 2. Your donations would be greatly appreciated.

Mrs Poulter - Visual Art

---

**Science Fact from Ms Ziogos**

Did you know that the Moon appears to have more craters and scars than Earth because it has a lot less natural activity going on, the Earth is constantly reforming its surface through earthquakes, erosion, rain, wind and plants growing on the surface, while the moon has very little weather to alter its appearance.

---

**Congratulations to our Stars of the Week!**

**4A — Daisy P**
For always being Proactive and trying her best without ever giving up. You are a real superstar!

**4M — Elly P.**
For Putting First Things First all week and making sure she completes quality work with a positive attitude. Well done Elly!

**4G — Chole R.**
For settling in so well to her new school

---

Hoping you have an enjoyable week ahead.

*Jo Moriani 4M, Arran Armitage 4A,*